
Philippians 3:1-11           “The Death of Me”         11.11.12 
Driving question: What determines your profit/loss column? 
 
When compared to Christ, trusting in these accomplishments are a loss:  
 
• Honorable family                      – 3:5a  

 
• High religious                                 – 3:5b  

 
• Strong                            motivation – 3:6 

 
• Untouchable                                accomplishment – 3:6  

 
What life looks like through the lenses of “Christ-first” in all things: 
• Knowing Christ > ‘                        ’ all things – 3:7   

 
• Your system of                   drastically changes – 3:7  

 
• Your                                 on suffering changes – 3:8 

Adrian Rogers, “What does Paul mean by loss? He means that even good things 
are bad things if they become a substitute for the best thing.” 
 
What is the best way to describe all things in comparison with Christ?  
 “…and count them as σκύβαλα/scubala.” = “to convey the crudity of the Greek 
… : ‘It’s all crap’.”).1 – Greek Lexicon of the New Testament 
 
Q: Upon what basis could you call all these “good” things ‘trash’? 
A: v.8  “because of the surpassing worth of knowing Christ Jesus...” 
Q: Why would Paul take such a radical approach towards his life-
accomplishments?  
A: v.8 “so that I may gain Christ/ἵνα Χριστὸν κερδήσω” (purpose clause) 
Κερδήσω (subjunctive) ① to acquire by effort or investment, to gain. 
You reap what you sow. What you spend your life on will determine what you 
ultimately receive (Gal. 6:7-9)  
 
• Your thinking                                 changes – 3:9-10 

- Your identity becomes increasingly defined by Christ’s exploits; not your own. 
Christ’s works provide the blueprint for everything you should strive for in life.  
 
Key: Heritage/involvement/moral/religious/gaining/value/perspective/pattern 

                                       
1 W. Arndt, F.W. Danker, & W. Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early 
Christian Literature (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000), 932. 
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